This paper presents lossless compression schemes for ECG signals based on neural network predictors and entropy encoders. Decorrelation is achieved by nonlinear prediction in the first stage and encoding of the residues is done by using lossless entropy encoders in the second stage. Different types of lossless encoders, such as Huffman, arithmetic, and runlength encoders, are used. The performances of the proposed neural network predictor-based compression schemes are evaluated using standard distortion and compression efficiency measures. Selected records from MIT-BIH arrhythmia database are used for performance evaluation. The proposed compression schemes are compared with linear predictor-based compression schemes and it is shown that about 11% improvement in compression efficiency can be achieved for neural network predictor-based schemes with the same quality and similar setup. They are also compared with other known ECG compression methods and the experimental results show that superior performances in terms of the distortion parameters of the reconstructed signals can be achieved with the proposed schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Any signal compression algorithm should strive to achieve greater compression ratio and better signal quality without affecting the diagnostic features of the reconstructed signal. Several methods have been proposed for lossy compression of ECG signals to achieve these two essential and conflicting requirements. Some techniques such as the amplitude zone time epoch coding (AZTEC), the coordinate reduction time encoding system (CORTES), the turning point (TP), and the fan algorithm are dedicated and applied only for the compression of ECG signals [1] while other techniques, such as differential pulse code modulation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , subband coding [7, 8] , transform coding [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and vector quantization [14, 15] , are applied for a wide range of one-, two-, and threedimensional signals.
Lossless compression schemes are preferable to lossy compression schemes in biomedical applications where even the slight distortion of the signal may result in erroneous diagnosis. The application of lossless compression for ECG signals is motivated by the following factors. (i) A lossy compression scheme is likely to yield a poor reconstruction for a specific portion of the ECG signal, which may be important for a specific diagnostic application. Furthermore, a lossy compression method may not yield diagnostically acceptable results for the records of different arrhythmia conditions. It is also difficult to identify the error range, which can be tolerated for a specific diagnostic application. (ii) In many countries, from the legal point of view, reconstructed biomedical signal after lossy compression cannot be used for diagnosis [16, 17] . Hence, there is a need for effective methods to perform lossless compression of ECG signals. The lossless compression schemes proposed in this paper can be applied to a wide variety of biomedical signals including ECG and they yield good signal quality at reduced compression efficiency compared to the known lossy compression methods.
Entropy encoders are used extensively for lossless text compression but they perform poorly for biomedical signals, which have high correlation between adjacent samples. A two-stage lossless compression technique with a linear predictor in the first stage and a bilevel sequence coder in the second stage is implemented in [2] for seismic data. A method with a linear predictor in the first stage and an 2 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing arithmetic coder in the second stage is reported in [18] for seismic and speech waveforms.
Summaries of different ECG compression schemes along with their distortion and compression efficiency performance measures are reported in [1, 14, 15] . A tutorial discussion of predictive coding using neural networks for image compression is given in [3] . Several neural network architectures, such as multilayer perceptron, functional link neural network, and radial basis function network, were investigated for designing a nonlinear vector predictor for image compression and it was shown that they outperform the linear predictors since the nonlinear predictors can exploit higher-order statistics while the linear predictors can exploit only second-order statistics [4] .
Performance comparison of several classical and neural network predictors for lossless compression of telemetry data is presented in [5] . Huffman coding and its variations are described in detail in [6] and basic arithmetic coding from the implementation point of view is described in [19] . Improvements on the basic arithmetic coding by using only a small number of multiplicative operations and utilizing lowprecision arithmetic are described in [20] which also discusses a modular structure separating the coding, modeling, and probability estimation components of a compression system.
In this paper, we present single-and two-stage compression schemes with multilayer perceptron (MLP) trained with backpropagation learning algorithm as the nonlinear predictor in the first stage followed by Huffman or arithmetic encoders in the second stage for lossless compression of ECG signals. To the best of our knowledge, ECG compression with nonlinear predictors such as neural networks as a decorrelator in the first stage followed by entropy encoders for compressing the prediction residues in the second stage has not been implemented yet. We propose for the first time, compression schemes for ECG signals involving neural network predictors and different types of encoders.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the proposed predictor-encoder combination method for the compression of ECG signals along with single-and adaptive-block methods for training the neural network predictor. Experimental setup along with the description of the selected database records are discussed in Section 3 followed by the definition of performance measures used for evaluation in Section 4. Section 5 presents the experimental results and Section 6 shows the performance comparison with other linear predictor-based ECG compression schemes, using selected records from MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [21] . Conclusions are stated in Section 7.
PROPOSED LOSSLESS DATA COMPRESSION METHOD

Description of the method
The proposed lossless compression method is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The above lossless compression method is implemented in two different ways, single-and two-stage compression schemes.
In both schemes, a portion of the ECG signal samples is used for training the MLP until the goal is reached. The weights and biases of the trained neural network along with the network setup information are sent to the receiving end for identical network setup. The first p samples are also sent to the receiving end for prediction, where p is the order of prediction. Prediction is done using the trained neural network at the transmitting and receiving ends simultaneously. The residues are generated at the transmitting end, by subtracting the predicted sample values from the target values. In the single-stage scheme, the generated residues are rounded off and sent to the receiving end, where the reconstruction of original samples is done by adding the rounded residues with the predicted samples. In the twostage schemes, the rounded residues are further encoded with Huffman/arithmetic/runlength encoders in the second stage. The binary-coded residue sequence generated in the second stage is transmitted to the receiving end, where it is decoded in a lossless manner using the corresponding entropy decoder.
The MLP trained with backpropagation learning algorithm is used in the first stage as the nonlinear predictor to predict the current sample using a fixed number, p, of preceding samples. Employing a neural network in the first stage has the following advantages. (i) It exploits the high correlation existing among the neighboring samples of a typical ECG signal, which is a quasiperiodic signal. (ii) It has the inherent properties such as massive parallelism, generalization, error tolerance, flexibility in recall, and graceful degradation which suits the time series prediction applications. Figure 2 shows the MLP used for the ECG compression which comprises an input layer with p neurons, where p is the order of prediction, a hidden layer with q neurons, and an output layer with a single neuron. In Figure 2 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x p , represent the preceding samples and x (p+1) represents the predicted current sample. The residues are generated as shown in (1),
where v is the total number of input samples, x i is the original sample value, and x i is the predicted sample value. The inputs and outputs for a single hidden layer neuron are as shown in Figure 3 . The activation functions used for the hidden layer and the output layer neurons are hyperbolic tangent and linear functions, respectively. The outputs of the hidden and output layers represented as out h j and out o , respectively, are given by (2) and (3),
where and biases, it requires 1376 bits. The MLP is trained with Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm [22] . The training goal is to achieve a value of 0.0001 for the meansquared error between the actual and target outputs. When the specified training goal is reached, the underlying major characteristics of the input signal are stored in the neural network in the form of weights. The residues generated after prediction are encoded according to the probability distribution of the magnitudes of the residue sequence with Huffman or arithmetic encoders in the second stage. If Huffman or arithmetic coding is used directly without nonlinear predictor in the first stage, the following problems may arise. (i) Huffman or arithmetic coding does not remove the intersample correlation that exists among the neighboring samples of the semiperiodic ECG signal. (ii) The size of the symbol table required for encoding of ECG samples will be too large to be used in any real-time applications.
The histogram of the magnitude of the predicted residue sequence can be approximated by a Gaussian probability density function with most of the prediction residue values concentrated around zero as shown in Figure 4 . This figure shows the magnitude of rounded prediction residues for about 216 000 samples after the first stage. As the residue signal has low zero-order entropy compared to the original ECG signal, it can be encoded with lower average bits per sample using lossless entropy coding techniques.
Though the encoder and the decoder used at the transmitting and receiving ends are lossless, the overall two-stage compression schemes can be considered as near-lossless since the residue sequence is rounded off before encoding.
Training and bit allocation
Two types of methods, namely, single-block training (SBT), and adaptive-block training (ABT) are used for training the MLP [5] . The SBT method, which is used for short-duration ECG signals, makes the transmission faster since the training parameters are transmitted only once to the receiving end to setup the network. The ABT method, which is used for both short-and long-duration ECG signals, can capture the changes in the pattern of the input data, as the input signal is divided into blocks, and the training is performed on each block separately. The ABT method makes the transmission slower because the network setup information has to be sent to the receiving end N times, where N is the number of blocks used.
To begin with, the neural network configuration and the training parameters have to be setup identically on both transmitting and receiving ends. The basic data that have to be sent to the receiving end in the SBT method are the values of the weights, biases, and the first p samples where p is the order of the predictor. If q is the number of neurons in the hidden layer, the number of weights to be sent is (pq + q), where pq and q represent the number of hidden and output layer weights, respectively, and the number of biases to be transmitted is (q + 1), where q and 1 represent the number of hidden and output layer biases, respectively. For ABT method, the above basic data have to be sent for each block after training. The number of samples in each block in the ABT method is determined empirically.
If the training and the network architectural details are not predetermined at the transmitting and receiving ends, the network setup header information have also to be sent in addition to the basic data. We have provided three headers of length 64 bits each in order to send the network architectural information (such as the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons in each hidden layer, and the type of activation functions for hidden and output layers), training information (such as training function, initialization function, performance function, pre-and postprocessing methods, block size, and training window), and training parameters (such as number of epochs, learning rate, performance goal, and adaptation parameters).
The proposed lossless compression schemes are implemented using two different methods. In the first method, the values of the weight, bias, and residues are rounded off and the rounded integer values are represented using 2's complement format. The number of bits required for sending the weight, bias, and residue values are determined as follows: w = ceil log 2 (max. absolute weight) + 1 , b = ceil log 2 (max. absolute bias) + 1 , e = ceil log 2 (max. absolute residue) + 1 , (4) where w is the number of bits used to represent each weight, b is the number of bits used to represent each bias, and e is the number of bits used to represent each residual sample.
In the second method, the residue values are sent in the same format as in the first method but the weights and biases are sent using floating-point representation with 32 or 64 bits. The second method results in identical network setups, at the transmitting and receiving ends. For real-time applications, we can use only the prediction stage for compression thereby reducing the overall processing time. This compression scheme will be referred to as the single-stage scheme. For the single-stage compression, the total numbers of bits needed to be sent with the SBT and ABT training methods are given in (5) and (7), respectively,
where N SBT 1-stage is the number of bits to be sent using SBT method in single-stage compression scheme, v is the total number of input samples, p is the predictor order, and e is the number of bits used to send each residual sample.
N bs is the number of basic data bits that have to be sent for identical network setup at the receiving end,
where n is the number of bits used to represent input samples (resolution), N w is the total number of hidden and output layer weights, N b is the total number of hidden and output layer biases, w is the number of bits used to represent each weight, b is the number of bits used to represent each bias, and N so is the number of bits used for the network setup overhead,
where N ABT 1-stage is the number of bits to be sent using ABT method in a single-stage compression scheme and N ab is the number of adaptive blocks.
The total numbers of bits required for the two-stage compression schemes with the SBT and ABT training methods are given in (8) and (9), respectively,
where N SBT 2-stage is the number of bits to be sent using the SBT method in two-stage compression schemes, R is the average code word length obtained for Huffman or arithmetic encoding, and L len represents the bits needed to store Huffman table information. For arithmetic coding, L len is zero,
where N ABT 2-stage is the number of bits to be sent using ABT method in two-stage compression schemes.
Computational time and cost
In the single-stage compression scheme, once the training is completed at the transmitting end, the basic setup information is sent to the receiving end so that the prediction is done in parallel at both ends. Prediction and generation of residues can be done in sequence for each sample at the transmitting end and the original signal can be reconstructed at the receiving end as the residues are received. Total processing time includes the following time delays: (i) time required for transmitting the basic setup information such as the weights, biases, and the first p samples, (ii) time required for performing the prediction at the transmitting and receiving ends in parallel, (iii) time required for the generation and transmission of residues, and (iv) time required for the reconstruction of original samples.
The computational time required for performing the prediction of each sample depends on the number of multiplication and addition operations required. In this setup, it requires only 28 and 7 multiplication operations at the hidden and output layers, respectively, in addition to the operations required for applying the tangent sigmoid functions for the seven hidden layer neurons and for applying a linear function for the output layer neuron. One subtraction and one addition operations are required for generating each residue and each reconstructed sample, respectively. As the processing time involved is not significant, this scheme can be used for real-time transmission applications once the training is completed. The training time depends on the training algorithm used, the number of samples in the training set, the numbers of weights and biases, the maximum number of epochs or the error goal set, and the initial weights. In the proposed schemes, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [22] is used since it is considered to be the fastest among the backpropagation algorithms for function approximation if less numbers of weights and biases are used [23] . For the ABT method, 4320 and 1440 samples are used for each block during the training with the first and second datasets, respectively. For the SBT method, 4320 samples are used during the training with the second dataset. The maximum number of epochs and the goal set for both methods are 5000 and 0.0001, respectively.
For the two-stage compression schemes, the time required for encoding and decoding the residues at the transmitting and receiving ends, respectively, should also be taken into account.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed compression schemes are tested on selected records from the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [21] . The form the second dataset. The data are sampled at 360 Hz where each sample is represented by 11 bits, packed into 12 bits for storage, over a 10 mV range [21] . The MIT-BIH arrhythmia database contains twochannel ambulatory ECG recordings, obtained usually from modified leads, MLII and V1. Normal QRS complexes and ectopic beats are prominent in MLII and V1, respectively.
Since the physical activity causes significant interference in the standard limb leads for long-term ECG recordings, modified leads were used and placed in positions so that the signals closely match the standard limb leads. Signals from the first dataset represent the variety of waveforms and artifacts encountered in routine clinical use since they are chosen from the random set. Signals from the second dataset represent complex ventricular, junctional, and supraventricular arrhythmias and conduction abnormalities [21] .
The compression performances of the proposed schemes are evaluated with the long-duration signals (i.e., the first dataset comprising 216 000 samples) only for the ABT method. With the short-duration signals (i.e., second dataset comprising 21 600 samples), the performances are evaluated for both SBT and ABT methods. For the ABT method, the samples of the first dataset are divided into ten blocks with 21 600 samples in each block, while the samples of the second dataset are divided into three blocks with 7200 samples in each block. For the SBT method, the entire samples of the second dataset are treated as a single block. The number of blocks used in ABT, and the percentage of samples used for training and testing in the ABT and SBT are chosen empirically.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
An ECG compression algorithm should achieve good reconstructed signal quality for preserving the diagnostic features of the signal and high compression efficiency for reducing the storage and transmission requirements. The distortion measures, such as percent of root-mean-square difference (PRD), root-mean-square error (RMS), and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), are widely used in the ECG data compression literature to quantify the quality of the reconstructed signal compared to the original signal. The performance measures, such as bits per sample (BPS), compressed data rate (CDR) in bit/s, and compression ratio (CR), are widely used to determine the redundancy reduction capability of an ECG compression method. The proposed compression methods are evaluated using the above standard measures to perform comparison with other methods. Interpretation of results from different compression methods requires careful evaluation and comparison, since the database used by different methods may be digitized with different sampling frequencies and quantization bits.
Distortion measures
Percent of root-mean-square difference and normalized PRD
The PRD is the most commonly used distortion measure in the literature since it has the advantage of low computational complexity. PRD is defined as [24] PRD = 100
where x(n) is the original signal, x(n) is the reconstructed signal, and N is the length of the window over which the PRD is calculated. If the selected signal has baseline fluctuations, then the variance of the signal will be higher and the PRD will be artificially lower [24] . Therefore, to eliminate the error due to DC level of the signal, a normalized PRD denoted as NPRD can be used [24] ,
where x is the mean of the signal.
Root-mean-square error
The RMS is defined as [25] 
where N is the length of the window over which reconstruction is done.
Signal-to-noise ratio and normalized SNR
The SNR is defined as
The NSNR as defined in [24, 25] is given by NSNR = 10 log 10
The relation between NSNR and NPRD [26] is given by NSNR = 40 − 20 log 10 (NPRD) dB. The relation between SNR and PRD [26] is given by SNR = 40 − 20 log 10 (PRD) dB.
Compression efficiency measures
Bits per sample
BPS indicates the average number of bits used to represent one signal sample after compression [6] , BPS = number of bits required after compression total number of input samples .
Compressed data rate in bit/s
CDR can be defined as [15] 
where f s is the sampling rate, B total is the total number of compressed bits to be transmitted or stored, and L is the data size.
Compression ratio
CR can be defined as [10] CR = total number of bits used in the original signal total number of bits used in the compressed signal . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have evaluated the quality and compression efficiency performances of the following five schemes using ABT and SBT training methods: (i) single-stage scheme with MLP as the predictor (denoted as P); (ii) two-stage scheme with MLP predictor in the first stage and Huffman encoder in the second stage (denoted as PH); (iii) two-stage scheme with MLP predictor in the first stage followed by runlength and Huffman encoders in the second stage (denoted as PRH); (iv) two-stage scheme with MLP predictor in the first stage and arithmetic encoder in the second stage (denoted as PA); (v) two-stage scheme with MLP predictor in the first stage followed by runlength and arithmetic encoders in the second stage (denoted as PRA).
Distortion and compression efficiency performance results
The values of the distortion measures obtained using the ABT method on short-duration dataset with a third-order (PO3), fourth-order (PO4), and fifth-order (PO5) predictor are given in Table 1 . It should be noted that the distortion measures remain the same for a particular record, irrespective of the type of encoder used in the second stage, since the residues are losslessly encoded for all the two-stage schemes.
From Table 1 , it can be noted that the quality measures for all the tested records do not differ significantly with different predictor orders. Hence, the selection of a predictor order can be based on the compression efficiency measures. The values of the corresponding compression efficiency results obtained using ABT method for all the compression schemes with different predictor orders are shown in Figures  5-7 . From Figures 5-7 , it can be concluded that fourthorder neural network predictor produces better compression efficiency results with the selected records for all the twostage compression schemes. Hence, with a fourth-order predictor, we have tested the ABT and SBT methods on the longand short-duration datasets, respectively. The quality performance results obtained with both methods are shown in Table 2 .
The values of the corresponding compression efficiency measures are shown in Figure 8 .
The results shown are calculated by assuming that the weights, biases, and residues are sent as rounded signed integers in 2's complement format.
From Tables 1 and 2 , it is observed that the quality performances do not differ significantly for the different records. Hence, it can be concluded that the proposed methods can be used for a wide variety of ECG data with different clinical rhythms and QRS morphological characteristics. By applying the ABT and SBT methods on the second dataset, it is also observed from Tables 1 and 2 that the quality performance is almost the same for both methods. However, it is clear from the results shown in Figures 5-8 that SBT has superior compression performance compared to ABT for shortduration signals.
From Figures 5-8 , it is also observed that the two-stage compression schemes give better compression performance results compared to single-stage compression scheme, while the quality performance results are the same for both methods. Among the different two-stage compression schemes, the PH scheme, using MLP predictor in the first stage and the Huffman encoder in the second stage, gives the best result.
The average number of bits per sample required for arithmetic coding is higher compared to Huffman coding since the prediction of ECG signal yields large number of residues with different magnitudes and unbiased probability distributions. It is also observed that using the runlength encoding on the prediction residues before applying either Huffman or arithmetic coding not only increases the complexity, but also results in slight degradation in compression efficiency performance. This is because of the nature of the residues which may not be suitable for applying the runlength encoding. Furthermore, runlength encoding increases the number of residues to be transmitted to the receiving end. The compression efficiency results obtained for the proposed compression schemes using 32-and 64-bit floatingpoint representation for weights and biases are compared with the results obtained using signed 2's complement representation and they are shown in Figures 9-11 .
Figures 9-11 confirm that by using 32-bit or 64-bit floating-point representation for the trained weights and biases to setup identical network at the receiving end, the reduction in compression efficiency performance is not significant.
Theoretical bounds and actual results
According to Shannon's theorem of coding [27] , it is impossible to encode the messages generated randomly from a model using less number of bits than the entropy of that model. Lower and upper bounds of compression rates for Huffman encoding denoted as R huff can be given as follows [27] :
where h(p) is the zero-order entropy of the signal. Gallagher [28] provides the alternative upper bound as follows:
where P max is the maximum probability of a sample. Tables 3 and 4 give the comparison between the theoretical and actual results for the ABT and SBT methods, respectively. In these tables, R refers to the average code word length obtained with Huffman encoder, and LB and UB refer to the lower and upper theoretical bounds, respectively. The R value is calculated based on the average number of bits required for sending the residues to the receiving end. The BPS value is calculated based on R, and the basic data such as weights, biases, and first p samples to be sent to the receiving end for identical network setup.
From Tables 3 and 4 , we can conclude that the average code word lengths for the Huffman encoder are much closer to the theoretical lower bounds, thus obtaining an optimal compression rate. It can also be noted that the values for the BPS falls between lower and upper bounds provided by Gallagher [28] for all the records.
Relationship between the mean values and compression performance
The performance of the proposed compression schemes may depend upon the characteristics of the input samples also. Table 5 shows the PRD and CR values and the corresponding mean values of the records. The mean values are calculated after subtracting the offset of 1024 from each sample. From Table 5 , it is noted that for most of the records, higher mean values result in lower PRD and higher CR values. This result is obtained by treating the first and second datasets independently.
Visual inspection
Figures 12-15 show the original, reconstructed, and the residue signals, respectively, for about 6 seconds from four records of the MIT/BIH arrhythmia database.
From the visual inspection of the above figures, it can be noted that there is a small variation in the magnitude of the residue signal, irrespective of the fluctuations in the original signal, for different records. Hence, it can be concluded that the proposed compression schemes can be applied for ECG records with different rhythms and QRS morphological characteristics. 
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
Comparison with linear predictor-based compression methods
We have implemented the compression of ECG signals based on two standard linear predictor (LP) algorithms, weighted least-squares error (WLSE), and mean-square error (MSE), for performance comparison with the proposed nonlinear neural network predictor (NNP)-based ECG compression schemes. LP algorithms are based on designing a filter that produces an estimate of the current sample using a linear combination of the past samples such that the cost function such as the WLSE or MSE is minimized. The implementation of WLSE algorithm is based on the adaptive adjustment of the filter coefficients at each instant of time by minimizing the weighted sum of the prediction error. The identified filter coefficients are used to predict the current sample [29, 30] . The implementation of MSE algorithm is based on the Levinson-Durbin recursive method for computing the coefficients of the prediction-error filter of order p, by solving the Wiener-Hopf equations and minimizing the meansquare prediction error [30] . In both WLSE and MSE algorithms, fourth-order predictor is used to compare with the fourth-order NNP-based compression schemes. Two-stage ECG compression schemes are implemented with a WLSE or MSE predictor in the first stage for performance comparison with the proposed schemes. Table 6 shows the quality performance results of NNPand LP-based compression schemes using SBT method on short-duration datasets. It should be noted that the quality performance results remain the same for a particular record irrespective of the type of lossless encoder used in the second stage.
From Table 6 , it can be concluded that there is a small difference in the quality performance results of NNP-and LPbased compression schemes for a particular record. Figures  16 and 17 show the comparison of compression efficiency performance results between NNP-and LP-based two-stage compression schemes using SBT method on short-duration datasets. [15] (OZWC) [9] (WHOSC) [9] (CAB) [10] (TSVD) [31] (WPC) [32] PRD [11, 12] (FPWCZ) [33] (WTDVQ) [15] (SPIHT) [34] (TSVD) [31] (MEZWC) [35] (DSWTC) [13] PRD [11, 12] (FPWCZ) [33] (WTDVQ) [15] (SPIHT) [34] (TSVD) [31] (ASEC) [36] (CAB) [10] (WPC) [32] PRD (%) From Figures 16 and 17 , it can be noted that NNP-based two-stage compression schemes yield better compression ratio and compressed data rate compared to the LP-based twostage compression schemes for all the tested records. The improvement in CR values with NNP compared to LP-based compression schemes is determined as follows:
The values shown in Table 7 are calculated based on the average CR value obtained using all the selected records and it can be observed that the NNP-based schemes result in an improvement of 9.14% and 12.92% on an average compared to the WLSE and MSE algorithms, respectively.
Comparison with other known methods
Among the proposed single-and two-stage compression schemes, the two-stage compression scheme using the ABT method and Huffman encoder in the second stage (PH) yields the best results. The performance of this scheme is compared with those of other known methods and the results are given in Tables 8-10.  From Tables 8-10 , it is observed that the proposed lossless scheme (PH) yields very low PRD (high quality) for all the records even though the compression efficiency is inferior to other lossy methods in the literature. Lossy ECG compression methods usually achieve higher compression ratios compared to lossless methods at low quality. The purpose of this comparison is to examine the tradeoff between compression efficiency and quality for an ECG compression scheme to be used in a particular application. It can be noted that the proposed schemes can be used in applications where the distortion of the reconstructed waveform is intolerable.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented lossless compression schemes using multilayer perceptron as a nonlinear predictor in the first stage and different entropy encoders in the second stage. The performances of the schemes have been evaluated using selected records from MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. The experimental results have shown that the compression efficiency of the two-stage method with Huffman coding is nearly twice that of the single-stage method involving only predictor. It is also observed that the proposed ABT and SBT methods yield better compression efficiency performance for long-and short-duration signals, respectively. It is shown that significant improvement in compression efficiency can be achieved with neural network predictors compared to the linear predictors for the same quality with similar setup for different compression schemes. This method yields higher quality of the reconstructed signal compared to other known methods. It can be concluded that the proposed method can be applied to the compression of ECG signals where quality is the main concern compared to the compression efficiency.
